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TOPIC 01
About Us

EFSL is a faith based organization founded on the 24th August 1959 by five Church denominations.
It currently holds a Christian NGO status with a membership of more than 80 evangelical
denominations para-church organizations in Sierra Leone.

EFSL @60! A brand
new year & a brand
new logo

Mission

We exist to unite member bodies and communities, equip them for Evangelism, Advocacy and Poverty
reduction in Sierra Leone

TOPIC 02

EFSL organizes
TVET stakeholders
mapping meeting

Vision

An alliance of Evangelicals committed to the transformation of Sierra Leone through Evangelism and Community
Development.

Evangelical Fellowship of Sierra Leone
35 Circular Road Freetown
Sierra Leone
Contact: 076 570029
Toll Free Line: 2727
Website: www.tvetcampaign.sl
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/tvetimagecampaign2019
Twitter: (@imagetvet

EFSL @ 60! A brand new year TOPIC 03
and a brand new Logo
Lattanzio kicks-off
After sixty years of existence, the Evangelical Fellowship of
Sierra Leone launched a new logo that largely represents the
outlook of the organization. The event was well attended by
Heads of Churches and other stakeholders.

activities in the New
Year
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The Parliamentary Chair on Youth

vocational schools, business colleges,

Affairs, Hon. Abdul Kargbo, said

nursing schools, etc. should be given

education and training for productive

top priority in the decade ahead. We

employment is indeed vital for

have a responsibility, we have a drive,

economic and social development. “In

On the 24 January, Lattanzio Spa also facilitated another field

we have a dream, a dream that the

the midst of youth unemployment,

trip for students of the Milton Margai College of Technology

middle man power in Sierra Leone will

Technical and Vocational Education

Education (MMCTE) tourism department for a city tour. The

be skill driven— skills that will

and Training (TVET) is viewed as a

aim was to help students in the tourism department to know

transform the country’s economy. We

tool for productivity enhancement and

more about the historical locations in the country and help them

want to see a refined nation where the

poverty reduction.” According to recent

understand the significance of those places and how the history

young people will be steered up to

estimates by the World Bank, more than

and national heritage can be preserved.

enroll into Technical Vocation and

10 million young Africans, often poorly

The team visited different tourist sites amongst the sites visited

Training (TVET ) institutions as an

skilled, leave the school system every

were National railway museum, Old Fourah Bay College

outcome of our campaign. It is our

year in search of jobs in local

building, Wallace Johnson street statute, St. Georges

greatest desire to see that parents frown

employment markets which are not

In January, Lattanzio Spa organized a conducted tour at

Cathedral , Freetown Big market, Old slave route to Sierra

not at their children opting to take

expanding fast enough to create

MIRO Forestry Company for students of Government

Leone, Sierra Leone Peace and cultural Monument, Sierra

TVET as their first option in life and

jobs. Many of these job seekers lack the

Technical Institute (GTI). The main purpose of the field visit

Leone Museum and Cotton Tree.

One of the essential factors in the

also to see that the misconception about

requisite skills employers want. Without

was to introduce the students of GTI to get a practical

According to the students, this is the first time they are given

economic development of nations is the

TVET amongst students is wiped away.

employment-related skills, school

experience with the equipment they have been reading about

such opportunity to visit an industrial site which they say is a

attainment of a manpower mix which is

We want to see a future where TVET

leavers cannot benefit from even the

and see how they are operated.

good initiative undertaken by Lattanzio and has served as

strategically suited to current

graduates secure meaningful jobs and

minimal employment opportunities that

The students were given the privilege to touch the equipment

motivation for them.

development problems, and which will

become self-employ and create jobs for

may be available to job seekers.

and with support from the operating team in the factory,

also provide a catalyst for improvement

others. This is a dream that requires

and change. Short-range tactical

collective effort to see it become reality.

considerations might dictate "crash

The EFSL TVET image Campaign has

programs" of manpower training based

begun the campaign through National

on models which have been successful

Youth Commission’s AfDB funded

in meeting temporary manpower needs

Youth Entrepreneurship and

in other countries; but deep-rooted

Employment Programme engaging

cultural and political patterns, coupled

stakeholders using different strategies to

with economic inertia, often militate

raise awareness through radio

against the attainment of desirable

discussion, jingles, seminars, outreach

national goals with such short-range job

programmes, bus awareness, ghetto and

-training programs. Although education

school outreach programmes; with main

per se is important, individual countries

focus on changing the mind set of

must practice different strategies of

stakeholders and see TVET as a

manpower development at different

valuable pathway to economic

stages in their economic development.

development in the country. Sierra

In a developing country like Sierra

Leone is currently experiencing skills

Leone, we need the middle manpower

gap in the middle man power with over

development, and the kinds of

45% of unemployed youths. The image

institutions needed for such

campaign wants to see a shift and

development is technical colleges,

transformation which in the not too

Junior colleges, post-secondary

distance future will have a positive

Mariama Khai Fornah
Communication and Research Manager

How can middle man power
develop Sierra Leone?

Lattanzio kicks-off activities in the New Year

students were helped to work on the machines.
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YOUTH PROFILE

CEO’S STATEMENT

How I gain a skill I now enjoy

The Evangelical Fellowship of Sierra
Leone was founded on the 24th
August 1959 by five Church
denominations. It was incorporated
in 1972 by the Sierra Leone
Company’s act and registered as a
Non - Governmental Organization
(NGO) in 1992 with the Ministry of
Finance and Economic Development
(MOFEP). It currently holds a
Christian NGO status with a
membership of more than 80
evangelical denominations
para-church organizations in Sierra
Leone. Since its establishment the
Evangelical Fellowship has
undertaken the following projects,
besides what the constituent
denominations and organizations
have done and continue to do:
Established and Manages a TVET
Institution for youths in Freetown
(REAPS Vocational Training Centre,
A. J. Momoh Street, Tower Hill,

Alusine Turay dropped out of school after he sat to his mid

high school exams at 21 years. He cannot continue schooling
because he lost his uncle who was responsible for his
education. His community, Kissy Town, Waterloo has many
skill workshops around. Without wasting time, Alusine walked
into one of the carpentry workshops and showed interest in
learning the skill. After some thorough discussion with the
owner of the shop, Alusine was allowed to start.
Alusine said the skill in carpentry has helped him a lot through
the job he now owns his own house and can take care of his
family. As he passes this skill to other young people, Alusine
now has six youth that he is training at his local workshop— ‘I
am happy to share the knowledge I have acquired in my life.’
He encouraged young people to learn skills as he noted that

‘not everybody will make it through education but there are
other options in life.’
Three years and schooling sat to WASCE
A 21 year old Alusine Turay of Kissy Town community
Waterloo has today unveiled as to how he became a successful
person through carpentry skills.

In an interview Turay said he became interested in the job after
he lost his uncle he was at JSS 3 but was visiting the workshop
as means of visitation.
One day, I met the head of the workshop and told him I want to
learn the job. The man accepted me so, I started to attend while
going to school. After my 6th form examination, I couldn’t
continue my schooling because of financial challenges so, I had

to focus on the job and I started supporting my family including
my parents at age 21.
He said carpentry has helped me a lot through the job I have
being able to build houses both my wife family and my very
self. Today I have been able to support my son’s education and
have decided to train interested young people who want to learn

the skill.
Currently, I have six boys with me training them which I am
happy to share the knowledge I have acquired in my life.
He encouraged young people to learn skill job for a better
future. He maintain that not all will make it through education
but there are others options in life.

Visibility

Freetown) Promoted TVET through
Job and Business services and
entrepreneurial skills training
(BEST) Provision of skills
development and Employment
support to urban youths with some
secondary educations
Promoted TVET through Job and
Business services and entrepreneurial
skills training (BEST)
Provision of skills development and
Employment support to urban youths
with some secondary education
Conducted advocacy on Free health
care drugs.
EFSL was recruited by the National
Youth Commission and is committed
to develop and implement TVET
Image Campaign strategy that will
build a positive image and social
perception for TVET sector in Sierra
Leone and mobilize all stakeholders’
capacities to contribute to the efforts
inspired by the Youth Employment

CEO Rev. Dr. Jonathan Williams
and Entrepreneurship Programme
(YEEP) project to increasing the
attractiveness of the TVET system.
This social marketing campaign will
aim to improve the social status of
the TVET system and positively
change the perception about TVET
among parents and the young
population.
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Youth Profile

EFSL organises TVET stakeholders mapping meeting
The Evangelical Fellowship of Sierra
Leone held its TVET Image Campaign
stakeholders mapping meeting at the

With baking and pastry I can feed my family

Ebenezer Municipal hall circular Road
cupcakes to snacks sellers in Makeni. These she disclosed
generate income for her that is more than minimum wage
on a monthly basis.
Minimum wage in Sierra Leone is Six hundred thousand
Leones which is approximately $60. Because of her skills
she says, she has never lack taking care of herself and her
family.
She maintained that she is frequently having customers
because she accepts emergency order and deliver with high
quality and professionalism.
Adama told the TVET image campaign team that from the
resources she gathers, she has been able to build her own

oven and always have standby ingredients to attend to
customers who makes order in urgency.

Freetown. The aim of the meeting was
to allow stakeholders brainstorm and
develop the TVET image campaign
discussion

guide

which

the

communication team will be using for
their radio shows and conferences

rebranding technical and vocational
education and training in Sierra Leone.
Dr.

Titus

Williams,

Executive

Director EFSL said Sierra Leone needs
skilled workers adding, “In particular,
competent artisans and technicians are
needed to fill skills gap in various
sectors of the economy, including the
building and construction industry,
power

and

energy

plants,

water

distribution and sanitation systems,
and large public works. Adequately
trained workers are also in short supply

in the hospitality and agro-processing
sectors. Furthermore, Sierra Leone
Adama Mansaray lives in Makeni – Bombali District in the
Northern part of Sierra Leone.
Adama has decided to follow a career part as an event
planner and is in the pastry/baking industry.

After graduating from a Technical Vocation training center,
she decided to use the skills she has acquired and become
an entrepreneur. She bakes cakes for weddings, parties and
other special occasions. She also decorates and sells
wedding accessories. She has become one of the famous
cake bakers in her community and her business never lacks

customers.
‘Having this skill is the best decision I took after finishing
secondary school. I have been able to make meaningful
financial gains that I am using to take care of myself and
three kids’ she said.
According to Adama she frequently gets order for birthday
and wedding cakes during wedding seasons and supply

needs

highly

skilled

technical

personnel to drive the agenda of
transforming the economies through
value-addition
commodities

to

their

primary

and

natural

resources.” Well-functioning

TVET

systems, he added are best placed to
train the skilled workforce which the
country needs to address its socioeconomic

development

challenges,

which he noted his organization has

been working toward achieving. Dr.
Williams further added that the TVET
sector has often been marginalized in
the allocation of resources in national
education and training budgets. Such
low levels of funding for

TVET are not enough to train learners

In his keynote address, the National

to the desired quality of competence.

Youth Commissioner Thomas Ngolo

Engineer Mohamed Jalloh Director,

Katta said $ 2.4 Billion has been

National

Council

Vocational

and

for

Technical

invested in the project by the African

other

Academic

Development

Bank

with

different

Awards (NCTVA) noted that training

components that has skills and the image

for

requires

campaign. He said that as a Commission

appropriate training equipment and

they were working assiduously to look

tools, adequate supply of training

at the road map of the President’s

materials, and practice by the learners.

agenda to empower the youth of this

Other requirements, he stated include

county.’’ The challenges around TVET

relevant

training

image campaign has to do with the

manuals, qualified instructors with

mindset of the people and mostly the

experience

private sector Employers, the

high-quality

skills

textbooks
in

and

enterprises,

and

women

participation of industry practitioners

has to be included to discuss these core

in training delivery. “Technical and

areas for training young people in the

vocational education and training by

country”,

itself does not automatically result in

Commissioner stressed that one of the

economic growth or provision of jobs

main challenging issues is the building

or eradication of poverty. Rather,

of the ecosystem around TVET and that

TVET requires an economic policy

would be done with the Technical

environment that promotes the creation

Vocational Institute, Ministry of Youth

and

and the Ministry of Technical and

growth

of

enterprises

and

stimulation of the economy. When
businesses grow or expand, demands
for new or additional technical and
vocational skills emerge, new training
opportunities arise, and additional jobs
are created,” he opined.

Mr.

Katta

said.

Tertiary Education respectively.

The
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EFSL engages stakeholders to talk TVET

EFSL @ 60! A brand new year
a brand new Logo

and

Continuation from front page

The institution over the last few years had reviewed their
Mission Statement to read ‘to unite member bodies and
communities, equip them for evangelism, advocacy and
poverty reduction in Sierra Leone’’. And Vision Statement to
read ‘An alliance of Evangelicals committed to the

transformation of Sierra Leone through Evangelism and
Community Development.’ Given the background of the organization, the Chief Executive Officer of EFSL Rev. Dr.
Jonathan Titus Williams said the organization was founded
The Evangelical Fellowship of Sierra Leone (EFSL) in

As an addendum to statements from previous speakers, the

sixty years ago on the 24th August 1959 in Bumpeh town,

collaboration with its partners on Wednesday 27 November

chairman for TVET Coalition Christopher John Forster

South of Sierra Leone. He said a critical reflection of the

2019, held a stakeholders seminar to brainstorm and garner

said” TVET image in Sierra Leone is not good”. We need

organization’s achievements and current realities, they

support from these strategic partners for the popularization

to change the narrative in order to attract young people

realized their logo no longer fully represents their mission and

of TVET messages across the country. This buy in from the

into technical training, which will be of great benefit to

it no longer gives EFSL a positive visibility as an organiza-

stakeholders we believed will support our work at EFSL as

them and the country.”

tion. Dr. Williams said with encouragement from one of their

we engage in rebranding TVET under the Youth

The chairperson of the occasion Marian Koroma said, the

partners, they embarked on a retrospective assessment that led

Entrepreneurship and Employment Project (YEEP).

image of TVET can be rebranded if all parties working in

to two positive outcomes. The change of the logo and the

The YEEP project aim is to increase employment rate for

promoting TVET can come together and work in sole. She

internal structure. He maintained that the new logo gives a

youth and also small and medium enterprises in Sierra

commended NAYCOM for initiating a project of such

better visual image of what EFSL today adding that the

Leone, targeting to train 2700 youth cross the length and

nature where a whole aspect of rebranding of TVET is

images represent gender (men, women, youth and children)

breadth of Sierra Leone in various technical skills, and also

giving a priority.

they work with; the hands raised, signify health, and

focusing on rebranding the image of TVET.

acknowledge successful interventions in the past and present

According to the Chief Executive Officer of EFSL Reverend

all anchored by the word of God the Bible and the two col-

Jonathan Titus Williams, he said since the formal launch of

ours gold represents divinity and Prussian blue/dark blue, our

the TVET campaign in February 2019, they believed that

sustained energy. The map of Sierra Leone represents our

they need to work extremely hard to change the narrative

context and spare of operation. ‘’Our new logo represents

surrounding TVET in the country, noting that “this campaign

EFSL values which seek to impact both the church and com-

will yield the desired result.” Adding that over the years

munity in Sierra Leone’’ he emphasized ‘’Since its

TVET has been neglected, with little or no attention paid to

establishment, EFSL has been and is still in the business of

it. And if a country is to develop, TVET is one of the driving

being proactive as we continue to serve the church and

forces, and must be given premium.

communities irrespective of religious background in diverse

Deputy Director in the TVET Directorate in the Ministry of

ways through the support of partners’’ he opined. The

Technical and Higher Education, Abdul A. Senessie said

President of the EFSL Rev Osman Fornah expressed his

their focus as a ministry is to promote TVET education in

appreciation to members of EFSL for approving the new logo

Sierra Leone. He added that a nation will not thrive

design for the organization. He said there is need for the

without human capacity building. ” And we need to change

organization to have a change of logo and advance in making

the negative mentality around TVET as a nation.”

the organization more visible across the nation. He maintained
that the logo was given a thorough lens before the
executive committee approved it. He commended the staff of
EFSL and donor partners who are in diverse way supported the
entire process. The logo he went on, will now be visible in all

EFSL properties across the country. Rev Osman Fornah
commended all the Heads of Church present for their continually support towards the institutions over the years under review. The chairperson for the occasion ASP Joan Bull-Kamara
commended EFSL for the great role they have played in
supporting national cohesion through their church ministry and
livelihoods activities across the country. The Honourable

member of parliament Samai I. Sandy lauded the effort
of EFSL for holding the forth over the past years working and
serving humanity. He said the church needs to be an example
and stand out strongly without being bias in addressing issues
affecting the development of the nation.
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The EFSL TVET Image campaign team in their sensitization tour visited J T Reffell French Friendship Secondary School, Tabernacle West African Methodist Primary School, United Christian Church schools and Regent Road Baptist Primary school in Freetown. The main purpose of the visit is to encourage pupils to see TVET as an important learning institution that will help individuals to gain self-reliance skills that will be of benefit not just for them but for the
country as a whole and their families.

Outreach Activities
We took our campaign to the national stadium car wash center and garage to reinforce the
significance of TVET and its impact on the economy.
The Mechanics at the Good Will Youth Training center were encouraged to see TVET as an
important learning institution and not for drop out.
The youths however expressed concern that the institutions in their surrounding do not offer
courses related to their area of expertise and as such, has limited them from enrolling
into these institution. They appreciated the government of Sierra Leone for constructing
the Car wash centre which they say is giving them the opportunity to serve as apprentice
for expansion of their knowledge. One of the mechanics with ten years’ experience in
auto mechanic but hasn’t got the opportunity to enroll into a TVET institution. He said
because he has no certificate to justify what he is doing, he’s not making much money
in his trade. Mohamed said they lack the proper tools which will add value to their
work and as such pose as a huge challenge in administering their work.
He however finds the massage useful and encouraged his colleagues to see reason to enroll
into a TVET institution.

